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Growth Potential of Services in West Michigan
George A. Erickcek1
In 1950, Michigan's employed workforce was evenly divided 
between the state's nonmanufecturing and manufacturing sec 
tors. Today, over 75 percent of the state's wage and salary 
employees work outside of manufacturing. This long-term 
trend, seen throughout the nation, has caused numerous 
analysts to assert that nonmanufacturing is now a driving force 
of the economy. Given the number of such claims, more and 
more economic developers have turned their sights on the 
nonmanufacturing sector in their attraction, retention and ex 
pansion efforts.
In this article, I first discuss the evolving role of the non- 
manufacturing sector in local economies. Recent data sug 
gest that the traditional export-base model, which relegates 
nonmanufacturing to a secondary supporting role to the area's 
goods-producing sector, should be modified, but not 
necessarily abandoned.
Second, I review the performance of nonmanufacturing in 
West Michigan's metropolitan areas and discuss the 
possibilities of attracting more export-based services into the 
region. Employment growth in nonmanufacturing in West 
Michigan's metropolitan areas has outperformed the state as 
a whole, but has also lagged behind the nation. Evidence sug 
gests that the growth of a metropolitan area's nonmanufac 
turing sector depends upon both the area's population growth 
and the size and composition of its existing industrial base.
Finally, I highlight the main points of contention in the on 
going debate about whether export-based and/or producers' 
services are feasible targets for economic developers to aim 
for in small metropolitan areas.
Traditional Export-Base Theory2
Traditional export-base theory emphasizes the importance 
of an area's manufacturing sector as the primary means of 
attracting new money into the local economy. Nearly all goods 
manufactured in an area are sold to out-of-area buyers. A 
portion of these sales return to the local economy in the form 
of wages, business mortgage payments to local banks, and 
profits to local owners. In its strictest form, the theory defines 
the area's nonmanufacturing activities as either offering con 
sumption services, e.g., food stores, clothing stores, eateries,
personal services, etc., for manufacturing workers or pro 
viding producer services, such as, printing, accounting, and 
legal services for the area's manufacturing businesses.
The traditional export-base theory presented above was 
never a good predictor of regional growth in the past and is 
even less so today. However, it remains true that for local 
area economies, income and employment growth depend 
upon the ability of export-based firms to sell their products. 
One of the major drawbacks to the theory is the emphasis 
it typically gives to the area's manufacturing sector, the com 
position of the export base has changed; many services are 
now being sold to consumers residing outside the local area 
and to nonlocal businesses. Hospitals, for example, draw pa 
tients from surrounding areas,3 and areas' consulting firms 
contract with out-of-town clients. Tourism and the conven 
tion industry are classical examples of how nonmanufactur 
ing activities can attract new expenditures into the area.
The employment composition of the export base for West 
Michigan's metropolitan areas is shown in Chart 1. As one 
would expect, over 90 percent of each of the metropolitan 
area's manufacturing workforce depends upon out-of-area 
sales of the goods produced. However, 36 percent of the ser 
vice workers and 26 percent of retail workers also rely on 
out-of-area customers.4
Chart 1
Percent of Workers Dependent Upon Exports 
by Industry
Manufacturing TPU FIRE Retail Service
Clearly, as shown in Chart 2, the metropolitan areas ex 
port more than just manufacturing goods. Due to their larger 
size, the nonmanufacturing sectors account for 43.5 percent, 
nearly half of all export-related employment, even though a 
much higher percentage of manufacturing workers depend 
upon exports than do nonmanufacturing workers. Moreover, 
nonmanufacturing's share of export employment has grown 
over the past 20 years. In 1969, nonmanufacturing employed 
only 30 percent of the region's export-related employment 
in the five metropolitan areas.
Chart 2 








Growth in Services in West Michigan
From 1979 to 1987, employment growth in West Michigan's 
nonmanufacturing sector outdistanced the state as a whole, 
but lagged behind that of the nation. Nonmanufacturing 
employment hi the region's five metropolitan areas grew 23.4 
percent, compared to 18,6 percent statewide and 27.7 percent 
nationally.5
Nonmanufacturing employment can be broken down into 
the two broad categories of consumer 'and producer/export 
services. Growth in consumer services employment relies on 
the growth in population and income of local residents. 
Growth hi producer/export services, on the other hand, bulges 
upon
1. the growth and type of businesses found in the metro 
politan area; and
2. the ability of local firms to export services outside 
the area.
Using our regional model (REMI) we are able, for the first 
time, to estimate for each of West Michigan's five metropolitan 
areas the percentage of the total nonmanufacturing employ 
ment by industry that depends upon the demand of local 
residents or that relies on the demand of area businesses
and/or exports. Table 1 shows the percentage breakout of non- 
manufacturing employment for the five metropolitan areas 
between these two categories. For example, 65 percent of 
retail employment, excluding eating and drinking places, in 
the five metropolitan areas depends upon purchases from 
residents living in the specific metro area. The remaining 35 
percent hinges on business demand and purchases by out-of- 
irea shoppers. Overall, 40 percent of nonmanufacturing 
employment in the West Michigan metropolitan areas depends 
upon local residents' purchases.
Table 1
Nonmanufactcurrng Employment 






























































































Total services 39.6 60.4
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute.
Charts 3 and 4 compare the growth hi employment for con 
sumer and producer/export services from 1979 to 1987 for 
each of the five metropolitan areas with the state and the na 
tion. Overall, in both consumer and producer/export services,
employment growth in West Michigan's five metropolitan 
areas surpassed the state's growth rate, but fell short of the 
nation's. Grand Rapids led the other four metropolitan areas 
and outraced the nation in employment growth in both con 






Employment growth in consumer services in West 
Michigan performed poorly (except in Grand Rapids) relative 
to the U.S., in part because of the region's sluggish popula 
tion growth. From 1980 to 1988, population in the five 
metropolitan areas of West Michigan grew 5.1 percent, com 
pared to 8.4 percent nationally. The metropolitan areas of 
Battle Creek and Benton Harbor lost population from 1980 
to 1988, which is reflected in the poor employment perfor 
mance in their consumer services. On the other hand, the 
Grand Rapids metropolitan area's population grew at a faster 
pace than the nation, and as a result, employment growth 














In producer/export services, again, the five metropolitan 
areas could not keep pace with the nation, although they did 
surpass the state in employment growth from 1979 to 1987, 
as shown in Chart 4. Once again, the Grand Rapids MSA 
outperformed the other West Michigan metropolitan areas and 
the nation. Employment in Kalamazoo's producer services, 
on the other hand, grew just 1.8 percent from 1979 to 1987.
The Impact of City Size on Producer Services
One hypothesis often ventured to explain why employment 
growth in producer services in West Michigan lags behind 
the nation is that its metropolitan areas are too small. Larger 
metropolitan areas, it is argued, have more producer services 
relative to their size than smaller metropolitan areas. Highly 
specialized business services require larger market areas 
simply to survive. A highly specialized corporate law firm, 
for example, may find that it must locate in New York to at 
tract a sufficient number of clients. Second, many producer 
services are dependent upon certain activities or institutions 
that are found only in large metropolitan areas. Third, many 
producer service firms deal only with corporate headquarters, 
which are predominantly located in major metropolitan areas. 
Finally, by locating in the same metropolitan area, competing 
business service firms may generate more overall business 
for themselves than if they located in separate metro areas. 
Potential clients may be more willing to contract out locally 
for a particular service if there are many qualified and com 
peting providers locally available.
To test these hypotheses, we examined total receipts for 
firms in business, legal, and professional services (SIC Codes 
73, 81, and 87 except 8733) for the largest 226 metropolitan 
areas in the nation from the 7987 Census of Service Industries. 
The metropolitan areas are ranked according to:
1. Total receipts for these business-related service firms 
per total number of business establishments in the 
metropolitan area;
2. Total receipts for business-related service firms per
capita.6
If size did not matter, there would be little variation in either 
of these ratios across metropolitan areas.
The top 15 metropolitan areas, led by Washington, D.C., 
and the ranking of West Michigan's metro areas are shown 
in Table 2. Regardless of which of the two ratios are used, 
the nation's larger metropolitan areas rise to the top of the 
rankings. In fact, the four most-populated metropolitan areas 
in the U.S. are in the top ten ranking of business-related ser 
vice receipts per establishment. The two exceptions are 
Lafayette, Indiana, site of Purdue University, and Melbourne, 
Florida, location of the John F. Kennedy Space Center. 
Statistically, both ratios were found to be significantly cor 
related with the size of the metropolitan area.7 More business- 
related service receipts are earned per establishment or per 
person in larger metropolitan areas. This correlation does not 
prove causality, but only that large metropolitan areas are 
associated with higher ratios of business receipts per establish 
ment or per capita.
Of the five West Michigan metropolitan areas, Kalamazoo 
stands out as supporting more producer receipts than would 
be expected, given its number of total establishments or 
population. Being 141st out of the 226 metropolitan areas in 
terms of population, Kalamazoo ranked 61st in the sample
Table 2 
Ranking of Top 15 and West Michigan Metropolitan Areas
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Houston, TX 
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SOURCES: 1987 Census of Services Industries and U.S. Department of the Census.
according to the amount of producer service receipts per 
establishment and 72nd according to receipts per capita.
The positive relationship between the size of business- 
related service receipts and the size of metropolitan areas was 
further substantiated using regression analysis. Across the 226 
metropolitan areas in the sample, business-related service 
receipts were best explained by a quadratic function of popula 
tion, meaning larger metropolitan areas support a higher pro 
portion of business-related services than smaller areas are 
able to do. In the regression analysis, regional dummy 
variables were also used to see if regional location had any 
impact on producer services receipts. On average, 
metropolitan areas located in the Northeast region generate 
more business-related service receipts than cities in the other 
regions in the nation, when controlling for size of the 
metropolitan area.8
Potential for Future Growth
Although the above evidence suggests that producer ser 
vices firms find major metropolitan areas attractive locations, 
several analysts still contend that smaller metropolitan areas
should actively promote the growth of their producer services 
sector.9 The principal arguments presented in favor of such 
a strategy are as follows:
1. Producer services have become a major component of 
the export base of all regions. Therefore, it makes sense 
to focus similar retention and expansion efforts on these 
service providers as those directed toward area 
manufacturing firms.
2. Manufacturing activities are demanding more and more 
producer services in the production of their goods. In 
sofar as these services, e.g., accounting, legal services, 
public relations, or engineering services, are being 
handled by firms outside the area, an import substitu 
tion strategy may be effective in inducing new firms 
to open or existing firms to establish branch service 
facilities in the area.
3. Labor and land costs are typically cheaper in smaller 
metropolitan areas, giving them a competitive advan 
tage over larger metropolitan areas for many so-called 
"backroom activities." This is especially true for pro 
ducer services that require a high proportion of low- 
skilled, clerical workers.
4. Advancements in communication technologies now 
allow firms to: (a) decentralize their in-house service 
activities and take advantage of the low-cost sites and 
labor available in smaller metropolitan and rural areas; 
and/or (b) contract with low-cost service providers 
located in smaller metropolitan areas.
Countering these arguments, several authors claim that pro 
ducer services do not offer much hope in economic develop 
ment expansion.10 In short, these authors believe that
1. Many business-related service firms sell directly to cor 
porate headquarters and will continue to find it advan 
tageous to locate in close proximity to these head 
quarters in the larger metropolitan areas.
2. Advancements in communication technology act as a 
centralizing force, and not a decentralizing one, as 
believed by service industry development advocates. 
These improvements in communications allow firms 
to separate their service activities from their manufac 
turing activities. For example, better communication 
linkages may allow a firm to centralize its accounting 
activities or even sales activities at the corporate head 
quarters instead of having these activities scattered at 
each of its manufacturing sites.
3. If communication advancements and lower 
nonmetropolitan land and labor costs have any impact, 
it is that firms may locate their backroom activities in 
suburban locations in the same metropolitan area as 
their headquarters. Costs and improved communica 
tion networks, for example, may cause a firm to move 
its accounting department off Manhattan Island, but on 
ly as far as New Jersey, where it is still in close prox 
imity to its headquarters.
4. The type of service activities that can be moved to 
smaller metropolitan areas are the more routinized and, 
therefore, most likely to offer only low-paying jobs. The 
more specialized and higher-paying services would still 
crowd around corporate headquarters.
5. Smaller metropolitan areas do not offer the quality of 
life preferred by many business service professionals. 
Therefore, business service firms in larger metropolitan 
areas will continue to attract topnotch professionals and 
outperform competitors in smaller metro areas.
All in all, it may come down to the simple fact that, in 
business, the benefits of face-to-face dialogue may still 
outweigh the cost benefit now available due to improved com 
munication technologies.
Conclusions
Employment in nonmanufacturing will continue to grow 
throughout the United States at a far greater rate than in 
manufacturing. It is also reasonable to predict that non- 
manufacturing will account for a greater portion of export 
trade among areas in the United States and internationally. 
It remains uncertain, however, whether large metropolitan 
areas will loosen their grip on business-related services in
the near future. Whereas, moving service activities from con 
gested, high-rent locations in the central city to a suburban 
location may appear cost effective, a longer move to a new, 
smaller metropolitan area is less likely.
Producer services should not be ignored by local economic 
developers, however. Their presence in the export base alone 
warrants attention. Moreover, the size and quality of the 
region's existing business service sector can be a deciding 
factor in the expansion of existing manufacturing or in the 
siting of new manufacturing firms in the area.
Finally, consumer services should not be totally forgotten. 
Enhancing population growth does not rank high on the goals 
and objectives of most local economic development organiza 
tions. Maybe it should. Although it remains unclear whether 
people follow jobs or vice versa, most economic developers 
choose to go after employment. An alternative strategy would 
be to go after people by improving the area's quality of life. 
Low-cost, quality housing, good schools, and safe streets, 
for example, could attract people into the area. Improving 
the quality of life in the area would also have obvious benefits 
in attracting more service and manufacturing export-based 
jobs into the area.
NOTES
1. I thank Susan Sellers for her excellent research assistance in preparing 
this discussion paper.
2. Throughout the article, exports are defined as local goods and services 
sold to nonlocal buyers, regardless of whether they are domestic or interna 
tional. A good produced in Muskegon and shipped to Lansing or even Grand 
Rapids is considered to be as much a part of Muskegon's export base as 
is a good shipped to Europe.
3. Given the rising cost of health care, many employers are starting to send 
their workers in need of medical attention to low-cost providers outside the 
local area. Second, some hospitals have developed unique capabilities and 
procedures that attract patients from outside the area.
4. These out-of-area customers may reside in West Michigan, but outside 
the retailer's metropolitan area. Grand Rapids, for example, draws many shop 
pers from smaller communities in Allegan County and from surround 
ing metro areas for some specialty items such as quality household furniture, 
and hospitals in Kalamazoo County draw patients from surrounding counties.
5. Employment in nonmanufacturing in West Michigan's metropolitan areas 
is not immune to fluctuations of the national business cycle. During the current 
expansion, employment growth in the five metropolitan areas' nonmanufac 
turing sector outperformed the nation. From 1983 to 1987, nonmanufactur 
ing employment rose 23.2 percent in the region, topping the 18.7 percent 
expansion nationwide. From 1979 to 1983, however, employment in the 
region's nonmanufacturing sectors inched out just a 0.2 percent increase, 
while nationwide, nonmanufacturing employment grew 7.6 percent.
6. The total number of establishments in each of the metropolitan areas came 
from the U.S. Department of Commerce's 1987 County Business Patterns 
and the 1987 population estimates from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
7. The analysis was also conducted using the total population of the 
metropolitan areas, and the results were nearly identical and statistically 
significant.
8. The results of the regression analysis are available upon request.
9. One of the better presentations of this argument is William R. Gillis, "Can 
Service-Producing Industries Provide a Catalyst for Regional Economic 
Growth," Economic Development Quarterly Vol. 1, No. 3.
10. One of the better and more recent summaries of the views on this side 
of the debate is William J. Coffey and Mario Polese, "Producer Services 
and Regional Development: A Policy-Oriented Perspective." Papers of the 
Regional Science Association Vol. 67 (1989), pp. 13-27.
Definitions of terms as used in this quarterly
Business Cycle Turning Dates: The historical business cy 
cle turning dates used in this report are those designated by 
the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). 
They mark the approximate dates when, according to NBER, 
aggregate economic activity reached its cyclical high (peak) 
or low (trough) levels.
Central City: An incorporated city or urbanized area defined 
by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget as having the 
largest population in the metropolitan statistical area in 1980. 
For an additional city to be included in the name of an MSA, 
the employment/residence ratio must be at least 0.75, with 
out-commuting of less than 60 percent of that city's resident 
employed workers.
Employment: In this quarterly, "employment" is used in 
stead of the more precise term, "wage and salary employ 
ment." The MESC employment data shown refer to "jobs 
by place of work," or nonagricultural employment.
Manufacturing: The estimate of the number of workers 
on the payrolls of privately owned firms engaged in the 
production of durable or nondurable goods.
Nonmanufacturing: The estimate of the number of 
workers on the payrolls of privately owned firms that pro 
vide services rather than goods. (Construction and min 
ing are included.)
Government: The estimate of the number of workers on 
national, state, or local governmental payrolls.
Historical data: Monthly, quarterly, or yearly information 
for past periods. (Shown in appendix tables.)
Index of Leading Indicators, State & MSAs: A (composite) 
index with seven components (see Tables A-2 and A-3).
Index of Leading Indicators, United States: A (composite) 
index based on 11 major components made up of 60 series. 
Marginal employment adjustment measures include average 
weekly hours in manufacturing employment and average 
weekly initial UI claims. One of the two job vacancy series 
is Help-Wanted Advertising. New private housing units are 
part of the fixed capital investment component. For a com 
plete list see Business Conditions Digest and the 1984 Hand 
book of Cyclical Indicators, The U.S. Department of Com 
merce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Initial Claims: A count of the number of new claims filed 
for unemployment insurance (UI) for regular state programs. 
Each initial claim filed indicates a new spell of unemploy 
ment for an experienced worker. In Michigan, to be eligi 
ble for benefits, an individual must have earned wages of 
at least 30 times the state minimum hourly wage (currently 
$3.35) during not less than 20 of the 52 consecutive calen 
dar weeks preceding the benefit year. Each such week is
termed a "credit week." An individual may qualify with as 
few as 14 credit weeks, however, if base period wages have 
been in excess of 20 times the state average weekly wage 
(currently $433.91).
Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC):
Michigan Employment Security Commission is a state agency 
that administers the Job Service and the state/federal 
unemployment insurance programs and provides labor 
market information in keeping with state and federal report 
ing requirements.
MSA (1983 definition): In all but New England, one or more 
counties are defined as a Metropolitan Statistical Area if they 
contain the following: a large population nucleus (a central 
city or "urbanized" area) with adjacent communities which 
have a high degree of economic and social integration. Ad 
jacent counties are included if they have 60 persons per 
square mile, and/or substantial 1970 to 1980 population 
growth (20 percent) with 10 percent residing within the ur 
banized area and a commuting pattern with 15-20 percent 
of residents working within the central city or urbanized area. 
MSAs are also defined as major labor market areas by 
the Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC). 
Those labor market areas outside of the MSAs have the 
peninsula or county name.
National Purchasing Management Selected Components 
Indexed: The national association conducts a monthly survey 
of purchasing managers from a scientifically selected sam 
ple of firms across the nation. Responses indicate only the 
direction of change; the percentage reporting favorable 
changes minus those with unfavorable changes plus 100 
equals the index as shown in this quarterly. For those familiar 
with diffusion indexes, these indexes represent two times the 
percentage reporting a change in a favorable direction, e.g., 
more new orders. (The favorable count includes one-half of 
those reporting no change.)
Time Series: A set of numbers covering a known interval 
or timespan (e.g., months or quarters) that provide infor 
mation about a well-defined activity, process or group. For 
local series that consistently change direction in advance of 
overall economic activity, see Table A-3. Those measuring 
current or past economic activity are found in Table A-4.
Unemployed: The number of persons in the labor force who 
are without a job or on layoff but not expecting to be called 
back. In order to be counted, an individual must be seeking 
work.
Vacancy Rate: The percentage of all housing units in ex 
isting homes or newly constructed units (visibly ready for 
occupancy) that are empty and therefore unoccupied. Vacan 
cy rates in Michigan MSAs are determined by U.S. Postal 
Service delivery workers as part of an annual survey con 




Restocking the Shelves: Consequence Not Choice
George A. Erickcek
Total employment grew 0.6 percent in the five metropolitan areas of West Michigan during the second quarter 
of 1990. Although an improvement over its first-quarter performance, employment in the region grew at less 
than half the national rate during the second quarter. Employment growth in West Michigan is expected to be 
slow in the coming months, due to the impact of the sluggish national economy on the region's manufacturing sector.
The National Setting
The Gross National Product (GNP) grew at a disappoint 
ing 1.2 percent annual rate in the second quarter of 1990. 
Most economists had expected better; in June, the consen 
sus of the 50 economists polled by the Blue Chip Economic 
Indicators, for example, predicted that the economy would 
grow at an annual rate of 1.8 percent in the quarter.
Chart 1
United States Employment 
Percentage Change, Second Quarter 1990
Manufacturing ̂ ^H 0 
Nonmsnufacturing 
Government
SOURCE: Based on U.S. Department of Labor data.
In the first quarter, the strength of the economy was par 
tially hidden by the fact that the nation's consumers, 
businesses, and governments were buying goods at a faster 
rate than they were being produced. GNP grew at a 1.7 per 
cent annual pace in the first quarter; however, final sales 
(GNP minus changes in inventories) soared at a 3.8 percent 
annual rate. During the second quarter, however, the aisles 
were empty, and final sales fell at a 0.2 percent annual rate.
The second quarter's growth was just the rebuilding of the 
nation's inventories. More troublesome is that much of this 
inventory buildup appears to have been unintended. Firms 
were not anticipating a new rush of customers; they were 
surprised by the dearth of buyers.
All the major components of the nation's GNP except for 
consumer expenditures were down in the second quarter of 
1990. Consumer expenditures niched up at a 0.3 percent an 
nual rate, after increasing at a modest 1.1 percent annual 
rate in the first quarter. Expenditures for all goods were down 
sharply from the previous quarter. Durable goods expen 
ditures fell at a 9.0 percent annual rate after growing at a 
14.4 percent annual pace in the previous quarter. Nondurable 
goods expenditures fell at a 2.0 percent annual rate in the 
second quarter. Overall, the level of consumer spending 
would have been negative if not for major jumps in expen 
ditures for electricity and medical services.
According to the Conference Board, consumer confidence, 
even before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, was at its lowest 
point since the 1987 stock crash. The specter of increased 
gas prices, along with concern about the evergrowing cost 
of the savings and loans' bailout and rising national 
unemployment, could induce even the most bullish of con 
sumers to become a bit more price conscious.
The nation's unemployment rate rose to 5.5 percent in July, 
up from 5.2 percent in June. Even worse news, however, 
is the lack of job creation nationwide. Over the past six 
months, private industry has added workers at a rate of only 
66,000 per month—the slowest pace since the recession years 
of the early 1980s.
Fixed investment expenditures declined by a 6.7 percent 
annual rate in the second quarter after climbing at a 7.6 per-
Table 1
Michigan (Statewide) Statistics 











Help- wanted ads: 
Detroit .....................
West Michigan (5 MSAs) .....
Leading indicators (statewide) ....
State components: 
Average weekly hours .......















































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, help-wanted index from The Conference Board and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components 
in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Table 2 
West Michigan (5 MSAs) Statistics
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad counts from five daily newspapers and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
cent annual rate in the first quarter. The nation's housing 
industry took a severe beating as expenditures for single- 








SOURCES: Based on U.S. Department of Labor and Michigan Employ 
ment Security Commission data.
Business investment was also down. Expenditures for non- 
residential structures fell at a 5.2 percent annual rate, while 
machinery purchases declined at a 4.6 percent annual rate.
In the second quarter, net income of 639 corporations 
monitored by the Wall Street Journal fell 11 percent from 
a year earlier. In the first quarter, profits in the same sam 
ple of corporations fell 18 percent. Declining profits severely 
restrict the ability of highly leveraged corporations to meet 
their interest payments, and they put a crimp in future in 
vestment plans for all industry.
The slowdown in the national economy has not yet check 
ed the growth in inflation, however. In July, the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI-U) rose 0.4 percent. Since then, the Per 
sian Gulf crisis has sent the nationwide gasoline prices 
upwards.
The nation's exports fell at a 3.5 percent annual rate in 
the second quarter, after sailing at an 11.2 percent annual 
rate in the first quarter. As a consequence, the nation's 
balance of trade worsened in the quarter, although the value 
of imports declined at a 0.6 percent annual rate. The trade 
balance will likely worsen even further in the coming months, 
due to increased oil prices resulting from the Iraq oil embargo.
The outlook for the national economy in the coming months 
is not promising. The closely watched National Association 
of Purchasing Managers Index fell to 47.4 percent in July, 
reversing a three-month upward trend. An index reading of 
under 50 percent indicates that the manufacturing sector is
declining. Moreover, the nation's leading economic 
forecasters, polled by the Wall Street Journal, have seriously 
revised downward their forecasts for the last half of 1990. 
The consensus forecast of the GNP growth rate dropped from 
a 1.6 percent annual rate of growth to just a 0.3 percent an 
nual rate in a matter of eight weeks.
Outlook for Michigan
Total employment, statewide, rose a healthy 1.7 percent 
in the second quarter of 1990, after declining 1.0 percent 
in the first quarter. The state's robust employment growth 
was driven by strong growth in its manufacturing sector. Over 
the coming months, however, we expect statewide employ 
ment growth to return to a more moderate and sustainable 
rate.
Employment in the state's manufacturing sector jumped 
1.7 percent in the second quarter, after falling 3.3 percent 
in the first quarter. Employment increases were seen across 
all major industries in the state, including fabricated metals, 
food products, and the nonelectrical machinery industry.
Chart 3
Michigan and West Michigan Indexes 




Michigan West Michigan 
Leading Indicators
Detroit West Michigan 
Help Wanted Ads
The short-term employment outlook for the state's auto 
industry depends upon the current contract talks between the 
UAW and the Big Three auto producers.The auto industry 
is facing declining profits and declining consumer confidence 
about the health of the economy. General Motors' profits 
fell 38 percent in the second quarter, while profits at Ford 
and Chrysler fell 45 percent and 46 percent, respectively. 
At the same time, the union has flexed some of its muscle 
in the recently resolved strike at General Motors' AC 
Rochester West parts plant in Flint. The plant's 2,800 
workers walked the picket line over a local dispute; however, 
the impact was felt throughout GM. After a week, the strike 
closed down four assembly plants and slowed work at four
component plants, idling 11,800 workers nationwide. The 
magnitude of the impact of the Flint strike on GM produc 
tion was heightened by the company operating on a just-in- 
time parts system.
Employment in the state's nonmanufacturing sector rose 
1.8 percent in the second quarter, countering a 0.3 percent 
decline recorded in the first quarter. In addition, government 
employment also rose 1.1 percent in the second quarter.
With total employment increasing 1.7 percent, the state's 
unemployment rate fell 0.2 percentage points to 7.5 percent 
in the second quarter. The ranks of the unemployed fell by 
3.7 percent. In July, the state's unemployment rose to 7.4 
percent, however, after falling to 7.0 percent in June. Total 
employment declined by 23,000 workers in July.
The current readings of the state's Index of Leading Indica 
tors and Index of Help-Wanted Advertising suggest that em 
ployment growth, statewide, will cool from its second-quarter 
pace over the next several months. The state's Index of 
Leading Indicators rose a scant 0.7 percent, while the Detroit 
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising increased 2.1 percent.
Two of the three local components of the state's Index of 
Leading Indicators unproved in the quarter. Average week 
ly hours of production workers rose 1.9 percent, and the 
number of new claims for unemployment insurance fell 15.7 
percent. The number of new dwelling units put under con 
tract, on the other hand, fell 12.3 percent in the quarter. The 
lack of growth in the index is due primarily to the poor per 
formance of its national components.
Table 3 
Employment and Earnings










































SOURCE: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current Business, May 
1990.
The Bureau of Economic Analysis recently published its 
new state income, employment, and population forecast for 
the year 2000. As shown on Table 3, overall employment 
growth in the state is expected to lag behind the United States, 
due primarily to a declining manufacturing sector and its 
negative impact on the state's retail sector.
Employment and earnings in the state's expanding service 
and finance sectors are predicted to keep pace with the na 
tion through the 1990s. The state's population is predicted 
to decline at a 0.28 percent annual rate from 1988 to 2000. 
In comparison, the U.S. population is expected to grow at 
a 0.71 percent annual rate.
Outlook for West Michigan
Total employment grew 0.6 percent in the second quarter 
of 1990, after falling 0.2 percent in the previous quarter. 
A turnaround in the region's manufacturing sector aided in 
pushing employment in the positive direction. The region's 
employment performed poorly compared to both the nation 
and the state in the second quarter, however. We foresee lit 
tle improvement in employment conditions in the coming 
months, with a slight downturn in manufacturing employment 
possible.
Manufacturing employment rose 0.4 percent in the second 
quarter of 1990, after falling 1.2 percent in the previous 
quarter. Employment in the region's nonmanufacturing sector 
grew 0.6 percent, doubling its rate of growth in the first 
quarter. Finally, government employment increased by a 
strong 1.1 percent.
Employment growth in the five metropolitan areas was 
substantially below that of the nation and the state, however. 
Total employment in West Michigan grew at only half the 
rate of the nation and nearly one-third the rate of the state 
overall. The region's poor performance relative to the state 
is due, in part, to regional firms in the food products, 
nonelectrical machinery and paper industries not keeping up 
in employment growth with their counterparts in the rest of 
the state.
The overall unemployment rate hi West Michigan's five 
metropolitan areas inched up to 6.8 percent in the second 
quarter as the number of unemployed workers rose 2.5 per 
cent. Still, the region's unemployment rate in the quarter re 
mained below the state's rate of 7.5 percent.
The region's Index of Leading Indicators declined 4.9 per 
cent in the second quarter, suggesting deteriorating employ 
ment conditions in its manufacturing sector. On the other 
hand, the region's Index of Help-Wanted Advertising grew 
1.9 percent, the first rise in the index in four quarters. The 
modest increase in the index indicates stable employment 
conditions in the region's nonmanufacturing sector.
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Chart 4
West Michigan Employment 









SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data for 
5 MSAs in West Michigan.
The local components of the Index of Leading Indicators 
were mixed. The average weekly hours of production 
workers remained unchanged, while the number of new 
claims for unemployment insurance fell 8.9 percent. The 
number of new dwelling units put under contract fell 30.6 
percent, partially cancelling out its 59.6 percent jump record 
ed in the first quarter of 1990.
Charts 
Unemployment Rates











for the BATTLE CREEK MSA
Total employment grew 0.5percent in the Battle Creek MSA 
during the second quarter of 1990, despite employment reduc 
tions in its manufacturing sector. Little improvement is fore 
seen in the area's manufacturing sector, while employment 
conditions should continue to improve in its nonmanufactur- 
ing sector.
Employment in manufacturing fell 0.5 percent in the sec 
ond quarter of 1990, after falling 0.4 percent in the previous 
period. Employment reductions in the area's food product in 
dustry more than offset strong employment growth in the 
area's transportation equipment industries.
Chart BC-1
Battle Creek Indexes
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Although employment was down in the area's cereal in 
dustry, corporate earnings were up. Kellogg reported a 4.2 
percent increase in net income during the second quarter of 
1990, countering the overall national trend of declining cor 
porate profits. International sales gave needed support for the 
company as its share of the domestic market continues to 
decline, dropping from 39.6 percent in 1989 to an average 
of 37.6 percent for the period from January to May of this 
year. Profits at Ralston-Purina, which employs approximately 
400 workers in Battle Creek, increased 10.2 percent in the 
quarter ending June 30 over last year's.
Employment in the area's nonmanufacturing sector rose 0.9 
percent in the second quarter, after climbing 0.6 percent in 
the previous quarter. Finally, employment in government in 
creased 0.7 percent.
Chart BC-2
Battle Creek Employment 
Percentage Change, Second Quarter 1990
Nonmanufacturing
SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
The area's unemployment rate fell two-tenths of a percent 
age point to 8.0 percent inthe second quarter as the number 
of unemployed workers declined 3.1 percent. Total employ 
ment growth in the area nearly kept pace with the other 
metropolitan areas in West Michigan, but increased at less 
than one-third of the pace of the state.
The short-term outlook for area employment is mixed: non- 
manufacturing employment is expected to expand at a 
moderate rate, while manufacturing employment may con 
tinue to suffer minor reductions. The area's Index of Help- 
Wanted Advertising, which monitors the growth of job op 
portunities in the area's nonmanufacturing sectors, rose 2.4 
percent in the quarter. On the other hand, the area's Index 
of Leading Indicators, which tracks conditions in the area's 
goods-producing sector, fell 12.4 percent.
The local components of the area's Index of Leading In 
dicators were mixed. The average weekly hours of produc 
tion workers rose 1.4 percent, completely cancelling out its 
identical drop in the previous quarter. The number of new
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claims for unemployment insurance fell 19.1 percent in the 
quarter after increasing 10.2 percent in the first quarter. On 
the down side, the number of new dwellings put under con 
tract plunged 61.6 percent, after soaring 226.1 percent in the 
first quarter.
During the first six months of 1990,309 dwelling units were 
put under contract for construction, compared to just 150 dur 
ing the same period last year. The number of single-family 
units put under contract was 45 percent higher than the 
number reported a year ago. The total value of construction,
both residential and nonresidential, was up 26 percent over 
last year's period.
More than just the area's construction industry will receive 
a boost from the announced four-year, $14.75 million con 
struction and renovation project at the Battle Creek Air Na 
tional Guard Base. In addition to new construction jobs, the 
project will increase the number of both uniformed and 
civilian workers at the base. Most important, the renovations 
strongly indicate that the base will survive federal budget cuts 
in defense-related spending.
Table BC-1
Battle Creek (Calhoun County) Statistics 
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Battle Creek Enquirer and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Battle Creek 
Employment Growth by Establishment Size
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SOURCE: County Business Patterns.
*Excludes government, self-employed, and railroad employees.
Since the 1982 recession, small establishments have been the source of employment growth in Battle Creek. Employment in small 
establishments (1-19 employees) grew 27 percent from 1982 to 1987. Employment in establishments with 100 or more workers, 
on the other hand, dropped 5 percent from 1982 to 1987. In spite of this decline, establishments of more than 100 workers still 
employed 42 percent of the total private workforce on payroll in 1987.
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The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for the BENTON HARBOR MSA
Total employment rose a healthy 1.0percent in the Benton 
Harbor MSA in the second quarter, due in part to robust 
employment growth in its manufacturing sector. Continued 
employment growth is expected in the coming months, 
although the pace may slow in the area's manufacturing 
sector.
Employment in the area's manufacturing sector rose 1.1 per 
cent in the second quarter, after felling 1.5 percent in the 
previous period. Employment gains were due to the absence 
of seasonally expected layoffs in the area's durable goods sec 
tors. Zenith computer group, recently purchased by Group 
Bull of France, announced, however, that it will be laying 
off a small number of its current 1,800 workforce in the com 
ing months due to slow business conditions.
Chart BH-1
Benton Harbor Indexes 
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Employment in the area's nonmanufacturing sector increas 
ed 0.8 percent in the second quarter on top of a 1.2 percent 
rise in the previous quarter. Government employment jumped 
1.8 percent in the second quarter, after inching upward only 
0.1 percent in the first quarter.
The area's strong employment growth was the major fac 
tor in the area's unemployment rate dropping two-tenths of 
a percentage point to 7.6 percent in the second quarter. The 
ranks of the area's unemployed workers fell 2.9 percent. Area 
employment grew faster than the average rate of all five 
metropolitan areas in West Michigan, but was still below that 
of the state.
Chart BH-2
Benton Harbor Employment 




SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
Readings of both the area's Index of Help-Wanted Adver 
tising and Index of Leading Indicators for the quarter indicate 
further growth in employment opportunities in the coming 
months. The area's Index of Help-Wanted Advertising jumped 
10.2 percent in the second quarter, after felling for four 
straight quarters. The index monitors trends in job opening 
announcements primarily in the area's nonmanufacturing sec 
tors. The area's Index of Leading Indicators rose 2.5 percent, 
suggesting continued employment growth in the area's 
manufacturing sector.
The local components of the area's Index of Leading In 
dicators were mixed. Average weekly hours of production 
workers fell a sharp 3.3 percent in the second quarter, after 
having no change in the previous quarter. On the up side, 
initial claims for unemployment insurance declined 11.3 per 
cent, partially offsetting its 7.9 percent increase in the first 
quarter. Finally, the number of new dwelling units put under 
contract rose 2.8 percent on top of a 13.7 percent increase 
in the previous period.
The total number of dwelling units put under contract dur 
ing the first six months of this year was 45 percent higher than 
last year's level, due in large part to a 57-unit apartment com 
plex recorded in February. No apartment buildings were put 
under contract during the first half of last year. Overall, the 
value of contracted construction projects posted in the first 
half of this year was 42 percent higher than last year's level.
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The City of Benton Harbor has enhanced the package of 
economic incentives available in its Enterprise Zone. Under 
the recent incentive package:
• if a firm makes a new investment in the zone which 
represents at least 50 percent of its total state SEV, it will 
be taxed at half the state's average millage rate or 28.7 mills. 
The current millage rate for the City of Benton Harbor is
approximately 82 mills.
• a qualified new business will not be subject to the state's 
sales, use, or single business tax.
• new incentives for hiring city residents are now available; 
for example, if a firm hires a city resident who has been out 
of work for six months or more, 25 percent of the worker's 
wage can be deducted from the firm's city tax bill.
Table BH-1
Benton Harbor (Berrien County) Statistics 
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Benton Harbor Herald Palladium and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components 
in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Benton Harbor 
Employment Growth by Establishment Size
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SOURCE: County Business Patterns.
*Excludes government, self-employed, and railroad employees.
Small establishments are generating most of the new jobs in Benton Harbor; however, a high percentage of area workers continue 
to be employed by large establishments. Employment in establishments employing 50 to 99 workers grew by 35 percent between 
the 1982 recession and 1987, while employment in establishments employing over 100 workers increased only 5 percent. These 
larger establishments employed 40 percent of the total private workforce in 1987.
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The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for the GRAND RAPIDS MSA
Total employment rose 0.9 percent in the Grand Rapids MSA 
in the second quarter of 1990, due in part to healthy employ 
ment growth in the area's manufacturing sector. Employment 
growth is expected to subside, however, in the coming months.
Employment in manufacturing rose a strong 1.2 percent 
in the second quarter, after falling 1.4 percent in the first 
quarter. Employment growth was seen in nearly all industries 
of the area's manufacturing sector, including furniture, 
fabricated metals, and food products. The area's nondurable 
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Current business reports are mixed, however. Autodie, one 
of the nation's largest independent mold and die manufac 
turers, has laid off 40 workers. During the nine-month period 
ending May 31, the company reported net losses of $19.7 
million on sales of $82.2 million. Holland-based Donnelly 
Corporation, another automotive products manufacturer, 
disclosed that its profits fell 62 percent in the year ending 
June 30. Finally, declining sales of boats have forced Holland- 
based S2 \kchts to lay off an undisclosed portion of its 
workforce of 460 workers. On the up side, Wickes manufac 
turing, a maker of plastic bumpers, and Keeler Brass have 
announced expansion plans that should together create 100 
new jobs in the area.
Chart GR-2
Grand Rapids Employment 
Percentage Change, Second Quarter 1990
SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
Employment in nonmanufacturing rose 0.9 percent in the 
second quarter, on top of a 0.5 percent rise in the previous 
quarter. Employment in government also grew 0.4 percent 
in the quarter.
Despite a healthy jump in employment, the number of 
unemployed individuals in the area rose 3.4 percent, and the 
area's unemployment rate climbed 0.2 percentage points to 
6.2 percent. The area's unemployment rate is still 1.3 percent 
age points below the state's.
A short-term slowdown in employment growth is indicated 
by the second-quarter decline of both the area's Index of Help- 
Wanted Advertising and its Index of Leading Indicators. The 
area's Index of Help-Wanted Advertising, which monitors 
trends in the number of announced nonmanufacturing job 
openings, fell 4.9 percent. The area's Index of Leading In 
dicators, which tracks employment conditions in the area's 
manufacturing sector, declined by a slight 0.8 percent.
The local components of the Index of Leading Indicators 
were mixed in the second quarter. Average weekly hours of 
production workers rose 1.0 percent, completely offsetting 
an identical decline in the first quarter. The number of new 
unemployment insurance claims declined 6.3 percent, after
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soaring 23.9 percent in the previous quarter. Finally, the 
number of new dwelling units put under contract fell 18.4 per 
cent in the quarter.
The number of new dwelling units put under contract in 
the first six months of 1990 are down 6 percent from last 
year's level, with the number of new single-femily units down 
12 percent from last year. Overall, the value of total contracted 
construction, both residential and nonresidential, was up 3 
percent over last year.
After months of debate and hearings, Zondervan, a book 
publishing company, was granted the maximum 12-year tax 
abatement for its new 325,000 square foot facility to be con 
structed in the Meadowbrooke Business park in Cascade 
Township. First, the City of Grand Rapids made an excep 
tion to its policy of demanding a tax base sharing agreement 
in return for issuing the required employment waiver for 
the tax abatement. Then, the township also made an excep 
tion to its policy of granting abatements for a maximum of 
only six years.
Table GR-1 
Grand Rapids (Kent & Ottawa Counties) Statistics
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Grand Rapids Press and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Grand Rapids 
Employment Growth by Establishment Size
Employment by Establishment Size 
1987
Employment Growth
Est with 20-49 ... 
(1671 Establish ith 1-19 workers—26% 
13,400 Establishments)
ith 250 or more workers—212 
(137 Establishments)
Est with 100-249 workers—19% 
(329 Establishments)




SOURCE: County Business Patterns
*Excludes government, self-employed, and railroad employees.
Grand Rapids experienced strong employment growth in all establishments, regardless of size, from the 1982 recession to 1987. 
Employment growth in the larger establishments was uncharacteristically strong in comparison with the region's other metropolitan 
areas. Establishments employing over 100 workers employed 40 percent of the area's total private workforce; those with 1 to 19 
workers employed 26 percent.
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The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for the KALAMAZOO MSA
Total employment increased by 0.5 percent in the 
Kalamazoo MSA in the second quarter of 1990. We expect 
to see stronger employment growth in the area's nonmanufac- 
turing sector; however, at the same time, slower employment 
growth is expected in its manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing employment rose 0.6 percent in the 
Kalamazoo MSA in the second quarter, after felling 2.1 per 
cent in the first quarter. Employment picked up in the area's 
durable goods manufacturing, especially in fabricated metal 
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In the area's paper industry, James River announced plans 
to invest $97 million over the next two-and-a-half years in 
its recycled paperboard facility in Kalamazoo. The move is 
part of a nationwide corporate restructuring program that in 
cludes the closing or sale of six paper mills across the na 
tion. On the down side, the Kapaco Group, owners of Hub- 
bard Paper, Watervliet Paper, and the Paper Point retail outlets 
declared bankruptcy under Chapter 11. Hubbard Paper in 
Kalamazoo and Watervliet Paper in Berrien County are now 
closed. K.A.C., a California investment group, has submit 
ted a bid to buy Watervliet Paper for $24.9 million. Finally, 
as many as 50 of the 350 employees at Kalamazoo's Georgia- 
Pacific plant may lose their jobs as a result of the company's 
recent purchase of Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation. The 




Percentage Change, Second Quarter 1990
Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
Employment in the area's nonmanufacturing sector increas 
ed a scant 0.1 percent in the second quarter, which is still 
an improvement over its 0.8 percent decline recorded in the 
first quarter. Government employment rose 1.7 percent in the 
quarter, due to smaller than expected seasonal layoffs.
The area's modest employment growth was not enough to 
absorb its expanding labor force, resulting in a 2.3 percent 
increase in the area's number of unemployed workers. The 
area's unemployment rate inched up to 5.5 percent, which 
is still a full 2 percentage points below the state's jobless rate. 
On the other hand, the area's second-quarter employment 
growth rate was below the average for the West Michigan 
metropolitan areas and was less than one-third of the state's 
average rate.
The second-quarter readings of the area's Index of Help- 
Wanted Advertising and its Index of Leading Indicators sug 
gest that nonmanufacturing employment should expand in the 
coming months, while manufacturing employment will re 
main stable at best. The area's Index of Help-Wanted Adver 
tising, which monitors the number of nonmanufacturing job 
openings, rose 2.3 percent. On the other hand, the area's In 
dex of Leading Indicators, which tracks employment condi 
tions in the area's goods producing sector, fell 3.2 percent.
The local components of the Index of Leading Indicators 
were mixed. The number of new claims for unemployment 
insurance fell 13.7 percent, partially offsetting its first-quarter 
jump of 23.9 percent. On the downside, the average weekly
18
hours of production workers inched down 0.2 percent, after 
falling 1.0 percent in the first quarter. Finally, the number of 
new dwelling units put under contract fell 56.2 percent, erasing 
more than half of the first quarter's increase of 109.2 percent.
The total number of new dwelling units put under contract 
during the first six months of 1990 was 1 percent lower than
last year's. The number of single-family units was up 6 per 
cent over last year's number; however, the number of units 
in apartment buildings was down 4 percent. Overall, the value 
of all construction put under contract during this year's first 
six months was down 55 percent from last year's level. Con 
struction activity will definitely increase when work begins 
on the new Arcadia Commons.
Table K-l
Kalamazoo (Kalamazoo County) Statistics 
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Kalamazoo Gazette and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Kalamazoo 
Employment Growth by Establishment Size
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SOURCE: County Business Patterns.
*Excludes government, self-employed, and railroad employeed.
From the 1982 recession to 1987, employment in establishments with 1 to 19 workers grew a strong 46 percent. This is combined 
with strong employment growth in the other establishments of less than 100 employees to offset the 2 percent decline in employment 
in establishments with 100 or more employees. In spite of this 2 percent decline in employment, establishments with 100 or more 
employees still employ 39 percent of the total private workforce for the Kalamazoo area.
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The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for the MUSKEGON MSA
Total employment fell 0.4 percent in the Muskegon MSA 
in the second quarter of 1990, due to a large decline in 
manufacturing employment. Little improvement is expected 
in the area's struggling manufacturing sector, while employ 
ment growth should continue in the area's nonmanufactur- 
ing sector.
Employment in manufacturing plunged 2.6 percent in the 
second quarter, after posting a small 0.1 percent increase in 
the first quarter. However, most of the decline in employ 
ment occurred in the area's nonelectrical machinery industry 
during March, the last month of the first quarter. Since the 
March statistics were averaged in with those posted in the 
strong employment months of January and February, the 
decline was undetected until the second quarter. In fact, no 
major employment fluctuations, up or down, occurred in 
manufacturing during the second quarter.
Chart M-l
Muskegon Indexes
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In July, however, Whittaker Electric Company closed, 
eliminating 50 jobs, while Sealed Power Technologies, a spin- 
off from SPX, recalled 30 laid-off workers after winning new 
production contracts with the Big Three auto companies.
Employment in nonmanufacturing inched up just 0.2 per 
cent in the second quarter, which is still an improvement over 
its 1.0 percent decline in the previous quarter. Finally, govern 
ment employment rose 1.4 percent in the second quarter, after 
falling 0.3 percent in the first quarter.
Chart M2
Muskegon Employment 
Percentage Change, Second Quarter 1990
SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
Not surprisingly, with a decline in total employment, the 
area's unemployment rate increased during the second quarter. 
The area's unemployment rate climbed 0.6 percentage points 
to 9.7 percent as the number of the area's unemployed rose 
5.9 percent. The county's unemployment rate now stands 
more than 2 percentage points above the statewide average.
The area's Index of Help-Wanted Advertising increased 6.3 
percent, indicating an increase in the number of new job op 
portunities and the possibility of improving employment con 
ditions in the area's nonmanufacturing sector. On the other 
hand, the area's Index of Leading Indicators, which tracks 
employment conditions in manufacturing, was completely flat 
in the quarter, suggesting little improvement in manufactur 
ing employment in the coming months.
The local components of the Index of Leading Indicators 
were mixed in the second quarter. The number of new claims 
for unemployment insurance fell 3.4 percent, partially eras 
ing its 11.0 percent increase in the first quarter. On the down 
side, the average weekly hours of production workers fell 2.6 
percent, more than offsetting its 2.0 percent increase in the 
previous quarter. Finally, the number of new dwelling units 
put under contract fell 16.8 percent in the second quarter, after 
increasing 28.8 percent in the first three months of the year.
The total number of new dwelling units put under contract 
during the first six months of this year was 19 percent higher
20
than last year. The number of contracts for single-family 
houses was up 23 percent over last year, while contracts for 
units in apartment building were down 24 percent. Overall, 
the total value of contracted construction for residential and 
nonresidential projects was up 45 percent over last year.
Muskegon's union-management relations have once again 
made the headlines, both positively and negatively. At S.D. 
Warren Company, a paper manufacturer, workers ratified a
new three-year contract which tied greater worker flexibili 
ty (fewer work rules) with higher wages and benefit levels. 
However, at Teledyne Continental Motors, work has come 
to a halt as a result of a 24-week-old strike. Two separate 
unions are on strike at the company; the stumbling blocks 
concern mandatory overtime, job classifications, and in 
centives. The company has threatened both to hire replace 
ment workers and to shift production to other out-of-area 
plants.
Table M-l 
Muskegon (Muskegon County) Statistics
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Muskegon Chronicle and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. New dwelling unit data are seasonally adjusted annual rates.
Muskegon 
Employment Growth by Establishment Size




Est with 20-49 workers—19 
(264 Establishments)
Est with 100-249 workers—17: 
(47 Establishments)
with 250 or more workers—212 
(25 Establishments)




SOURCE: County Business Patterns.
*Excludes government, self-employed, and railroad employees.
In Muskegon, the small business sector has been a strong factor in job creation. Employment in establishments employing 1 to 19 
workers increased a strong 24 percent between the 1982 recession and 1987. Of the total private workforce for the area, 31 percent 
are employed by establishments in this size group. Establishments with 100 or more workers experienced a 4 percent decline in 




Index of Help-Wanted Advertising (1982=100)
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA.........
Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA. .......








































































































SOURCES: West Michigan indexes based on ad counts from the Battle Creek Enquirer, Benton Harbor Herald Palladium, Grand Rapids Press, Kalamazoo 
Gazette and Muskegon Chronicle; United States and Detroit indexes derived from (1967 = 100) series of The Conference Board.
Table A-2
Index of Leading Indicators (1982=100) 
(Rounded)
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA.........
Benton Harbor MSA .......
Grand Rapids MSA ........
Kalamazoo MSA ..........




























































































SOURCES: National index from U.S. Department of Commerce, all others from the W. E. Upjohn Institute.
Technical Note
As presently constituted, the components and the range of weights used in the Indexes of Leading Indicators are as follows:
1. Average weekly hours of production workers in manufacturing. A separate series is used for each metropolitan area 
and for the State of Michigan. Weights range from .33 to .47.
2. Initial claims for unemployment insurance (inverted). A separate series is used for each metropolitan area and for the 
State of Michigan. Weights range from .08 to .12.
3. New dwelling units put under contract (4-term trailing average). A separate series is used for each metropolitan area 
and for the State of Michigan. Weights range from .03 to .11.
In addition, each area's index includes the following national measures:
4. The proportion of firms reporting an increase in new orders. Weights range from .09 to .13.
5. The proportion of firms reporting an increase in purchased materials prices. Weights range from .10 to .14.
6. The proportion affirms reporting an increase in purchased materials inventories. Weights range from .08 to .14.
7. The proportion of firms reporting a change in vendor performance (slower delivery time). Weights range from .09 to . 13.
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Table A-3 
Components of the Index of Leading Indicators
1. Average Weekly Hours of Production Workers
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA. ........
Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA. .......












































































































Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA. .......











































Battle Creek MSA. ........
Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA ........
Muskegon MSA ...........






















































































































































4. National Purchasing Management Survey (Selected components indexed)"
Annual averages
Component
4. New orders ..............
5. Change in inventories. .....
6. Vendor performance .......




























































SOURCES: Average weekly hours and initial claims based on information from Michigan Employment Security Commission; number of housing units 
put under contract, F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Company; survey data from the National Association of Purchasing Manage 
ment. Seasonal adjustment by the Institute, 
a. Not available.
b. Survey results shown here are based on percent reporting conditions favorable to economic growth minus percent reporting conditions unfavorable to 
economic growth plus 100.
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Table A-4
Employment Data for West Michigan MSAs and Michigan 




Battle Creek MSA.... ....
Grand Rapids MSA. .......
































































































Battle Creek MSA... ......
Benton Harbor MSA .......
Grand Rapids MSA ........
































































































Battle Creek MSA .........
























































































Battle Creek MSA ...





























































































SOURCE: Michigan Employment Security Commission. Seasonal adjustments by the Institute, 
a. Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
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Table A-5 
Vacancy Rates for Selected Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in Michigan
















Ann Arbor .......................... 03/07/90
Battle Creek ......................... 10/14/88
Benton Harbor ....................... 04/06/89
Detroit.............................. 12/01/88
Flint................................ 03/16/89









Ann Arbor .......................... 03/07/90
Battle Creek ......................... 10/14/88
Benton Harbor ....................... 04/06/89
Detroit.............................. 12/01/88
Flint................................ 03/16/89
































































































































SOURCE: Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis.
NOTE: Vacancy rates for United States are not strictly comparable. In 1990 vacancy rates published by U.S. Department of Commerce show rental housing 
vacancy rates for the second, third, and fourth quarters of 1989 and first quarter of 1990 at 7.4, 7.6, 7.1 and 7.5 percent. Homeowner housing vacancy 
rates for the same periods were 1.7, 1.9, 1.8 and 1.7 percent.
Table A-6
Population by Sex and Age 
Michigan and Five Metropolitan Areas in West Michigan
Percent Distribution








































































































SOURCE: Michigan Department of Management and Budget, Office of Revenue and Tax Analysis.
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Table A-7 
Average Residential Contract Mortgage Rates in Michigan












. ... . 11.05
...... 11.30








































































SOURCE: Business Information Division, Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis.
NOTE: The contract rate shown is for 75 percent loan-to-value ratio, 25-year maturity loans on new single family homes. Alternative plans that allow






Avg. Jan. Feb. March April
(CPI), U.S. City Average (1982-84=100)
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.































































































































































SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
NOTES: Monthly data are shown above unadjusted for seasonal variations. Unadjusted CPI data are used extensively for escalation purposes. Although
the CPI is often called the "Cost-of-Living Index," it measures only price change, which is just one of several important factors affecting living costs.
All CPI series are linked historically to the original CPI Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers.
These series contain no revision but are reprinted for the convenience of the user.
PERCENT CHANGE: Movements of these indexes from one time period to another are usually expressed as percent changes rather than changes in index
points. Index point changes are affected by the level of the index in relation to its base period while percent changes are not. Examples of computation follow:
100 x 108.6 (1986 annual avg.) - 106.9 (1985 annual avg.) = 1.6% change 1985 to 1986, CPI-W. 
106.9 (1985 annual avg.)
100 x 109.3 (1986 December) - 108.6 (1985 December) = 0.6% change December 1985 to December 1986, CPI-W. 
108.6 (1985 December)




Selected Labor Market Indicators
(Not adjusted for seasonal variations)
Average for manufacturing production workers 
June 1990




































































































SOURCES: U.S. Department of Labor and the Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC) (most recent benchmark).
a. Preliminary. Earnings include overtime and part-time wages.
b. Seasonally adjusted rate for U.S. was 5.2 percent in March and 5.2 percent in June 1990. Seasonally adjusted rate for Michigan was 7.2 percent in
March and 7.3 percent in June 1990.
Table A-10
Commercial Banking Data 
First Quarter 1990
(In thousands of current dollars)
Metropolitan (MSAs)a
Total deposits ...................
Total transaction accounts'5 ........
Nontransaction savings0 ..........
Time deposits < $100,000 ........


















































































SOURCE: Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
a. Reported data includes deposits and assets in all branches of banks with home offices in the five metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs).
b. Total transaction accounts include demand deposits, automated teller accounts, and NOW accounts.
c. Nontransaction savings include money market depository accounts (MMDA) and IRAs.
d. This category includes both time certificates and open-time certificates over $100,000.
e, Includes loans made to depository institutions, leases, and bankers acceptances, and unearned income.
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Table A-ll 







Battle Creek MSA. ......
Benton Harbor MSA. ....
Kalamazoo MSA ........










































































































































































SOURCES: State of Michigan Department of Management and Budget and U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988 County Estimates.
NOTE: Battle Creek MSA is Calhoun County; Benton Harbor MSA is Berrien County; Kalamazoo MSA is Kalamazoo County; and Muskegon MSA is 
Muskegon County.
a. 1988 population figures are estimates.
Table A-12 
Existing Home Sales
Number of sales 
second quarter
Battle Creek Area .........
Berrien County Area .......
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